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Abstract
Background: Impaired fasting glucose (IFG) is prevalent among the middle-aged population. Recent
studies have found an association between suicide attempts and abnormal glucose metabolism in
patients with major depressive disorder (MDD). However, there are fewer studies on suicide attempts in
middle-aged MDD patients with comorbid IFG. The aim of this study was to investigate the prevalence
and risk of suicide attempts in �rst-episode, untreated middle-aged MDD patients with IFG.

Methods: A total of 830 middle-aged (35-60 years) patients with �rst-episode and drug-naïve(FEDN) MDD
were included in the study. Among them, 119 patients comorbid abnormal glucose metabolism.
Sociodemographic and clinical information, as well as depression, anxiety, and psychotic symptoms,
were collected and evaluated. Blood glucose levels, lipid levels, and serum thyroid function were also
measured. The predictors of suicide attempt risk of middle-aged FEND MDD patients were identi�ed by
binary logistic regression.

Results: Prevalence of suicide attempts in middle-aged MDD patients with IFG was 38.66% (46/119).
Signi�cant differences in disease duration, anxiety symptoms, depressive symptoms, psychiatric
symptoms, blood pressure, anti-thyroglobulin(TGAb),thyroid peroxidases antibody(TPOAb), thyroid
stimulating hormone(TSH), and total cholesterol (TC) were found in patients who attempted suicide as
compared to those who did not. Furthermore, Hamilton anxiety rating scale(HAMA) score, TGAb and
disease duration were predictors of suicide attempts in middle-aged MDD patients with comorbid IFG.

Conclusion: This study showed a high prevalence of suicide attempts in middle-aged MDD patients with
comorbid IFG, and we had further identi�ed HAMA, TGAb and disease duration as predictors of suicide
attempts in MDD patients with IFG.

Introduction
MDD is a common mental disorder characterized by depressive state, cognitive impairment, insomnia,
and fatigue[1]. MDD is associated with suicidal ideation, suicide attempts, and even suicidal behaviors[2].
It is estimated that the lifetime risk of a major depressive episode is currently close to 30%[3]. In the
United States, prevalence of suicide among middle-aged and older adults remain higher than other age
groups due to mental disorders, especially depression and anxiety[4].

Previous studies have focused on the associated factors of suicide in depressed patients. For instance,
some research has shown that sleep disorders, including nightmare disturbances and insomnia, are
independent risk factors for suicide in MDD patients[5]. Evidences indicate that individuals with MDD
who engage in suicidal behavior are more likely to have comorbid psychiatric disorders such as
personality disorders, substance use, and anxiety[6]. Several studies have suggested that metabolic
disorders (e.g.glucose metabolism disorders, thyroid dysfunction, and dyslipidemia) are associated with
suicide attempts in depressed individuals[7, 8]. Depressed patients who are unmarried, unemployed, and
suffer from dysthymia and cyclical depression have a signi�cantly higher rate of suicide risk than the
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general population. However, the exact relationship between suicide attempts and depression remains
inconsistent [9].

The close correlation between glucose metabolism and mental disorders is well recognized. A growing
body of research has been reported that MDD is associated with hyperglycemia and poor metabolic
control[10]. Diabetes leads to an increased chance of suicide in MDD patients[11]. On the other hand,
research has also found varying degrees of glucose metabolism disorders in patients with MDD,
including impaired fasting glucose and changes in hormones such as glucagon, adrenaline, thyroid
hormone, and insulin that can affect glucose levels[12, 13]. Furthermore, the incidence of IFG increases
with age and similarly, MDD is more prevalent in middle-aged population due to physical illnesses,
increased �nancial burden and social work stress. There is an interactive relationship between impaired
fasting glucose, metabolic abnormalities and MDD. Based on the current knowledge, there is limited
research on the suicidal risk in middle-aged MDD patients with IFG.

In addition, cultural differences as well as severity and treatment of MDD may be affect suicide rates. For
example, in the United States, the suicide attempts rate among MDD patients is 36.3%, while in China, it is
20.1%[14–16]. Therefore, by limiting the study sample to Han Chinese �rst-episode untreated middle-
aged MDD patients, the occurrence rate of suicide attempts can be observed, reducing the impact of
confounding factors such as treatment and sociocultural background on the research outcomes and
obtaining more reliable results[17]. The purpose of this study was to conduct a systematic analysis of
clinical data and laboratory measurement of middle-aged untreated MDD patients of Han ethnicity in
China in order to (1)reveal the prevalence of suicide attempts and its association with gender differences,
disease duration, fasting blood glucose, blood lipids, thyroid function, and clinical symptoms, and
(2)identify risk predictors of suicide attempts in middle-aged FEDN depressed patients comorbid IFG.

Methods

2.1 Participants
The patients enrolled in this study were from the Psychology Clinic of the First A�liated Hospital of
Shanxi Medical University, China. An informed consent (No. 2016-Y27) reviewed by the Ethics Committee
of Shanxi Medical University was signed by each enrolled patient. The study period was from 2015 to
2017.

All participants were diagnosed by two trained psychiatrists using the Chinese version of the structured
clinical interview, which is based on the DSM-IV criteria. Inclusion criteria were: (1) middle-aged patients
(35-60 years old)[18]; (2) Han ethnic; (3) �rst-episode MDD; (4) no previous treatment of antidepressants,
psychotherapy or physical therapy. Exclusion criteria were: (1) other psychiatric disorders on Axis I; (2)
pregnant or lactating women; (3) other serious somatic illnesses such as neurological disorders, life-
threatening acute infections, organ failure, or malignant tumors; and (4) alcohol or other substance
dependence and abuse, except for nicotine.
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2.2 Demographic characteristics
A standardized questionnaire was designed to collect basic information and sociological data from the
participants, including gender, age, age of onset, education level, marital status, disease duration, and
body mass index (BMI).

2.3 Clinical measurements
Depressive symptoms were assessed by the Hamilton Depression (HAMD) Scale. If a subject's total score
on this scale is equal to or greater than 24, it indicates a signi�cant level of depressive symptoms[19].

Anxiety symptoms were assessed by the Hamilton Depression (HAMA) Scale. Participants with a total
HAMA score of 21 or greater were considered to have higher anxiety symptoms[20].

We used the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) to assess the severity of the patient's
psychiatric symptoms. If the patients had a total PANSS score of 15 or more they were considered to
have psychiatric symptoms[21].

Scoring was performed by two quali�ed psychiatrists who were blind to any other information about each
patient. The correlation coe�cient between two raters was greater than 0.8.

Suicidal attempts were assessed with Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview 5.0 (MINI), a
standardized assessment interview based on DSM-IV criteria that is widely used in the diagnosis of
mental illness[22].

2.4 Biochemical measurements
Fasting blood of all patients were collected at 6:00-8:00 am and immediately sent to the laboratory for
tests including serum glucose,lipid metabolism such as TC, triglyceride(TG), high density lipoprotein
cholesterol(HDL-C) and low density lipoprotein cholesterol(LDL-C), thyroid function such as TSH, FT3,
FT4, TPOAb, TGAb.

According to the WHO criteria, IFG is diagnosed as the fasting blood glucose≧6.1mmol/L and
<7.0mmol/L, while the fasting blood glucose≧7.0mmol/L, or the postprandial blood
glucose≧11.1mmol/L, the diagnosis of diabetes is made. Considering that both impaired fasting glucose
and diabetes are disorders of glucose metabolism, in our study, we divided all participants into two
groups according to the fasting blood glucose, the IFG group was de�ned as fasting
glucose≧6.1mmol/L, while the NIFG group was de�ned as fasting glucose<6.1mmol/L[23-25].

2.5 Statistical analysis
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The data analysis of the study was conducted by SPSS version 27.0 (IBM,USA). All tests were two-sided,
and statistical signi�cance was set at p<0.05.

All continuous numerical variables involved in this study were evaluated by single sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test to examine normality distribution. The exact odds ratio(OR) for suicide attempts of the IFG
group and NIFG group was calculated using binary logistic regression(backward:Wald). Statistical
comparisons were performed between the suicide attempt(SA) subgroup and the non-suicide
attempt(NSA) subgroup. The continuous normal distribution variables of two subgroups were analyzed
and compared by independent sample T test, the qualitative data were analyzed and compared by chi-
square test, and the non-normal distribution or heterogeneous data were analyzed and compared by
Mann-Whitney U test. The predictors of suicide attempt risk were identi�ed by binary logistic regression
(backward:Wald), and the variables related to suicide attempt were included in this regression for
analysis. Variance in�ation factor(VIF) >5 was used to determine the multicollinearity between
independent variables.

Results

3.1 Suicide attempts rate and details of suicide attempts
We included a total of 830 �rst-episode untreated MDD patients aged between 35-60 years, of whom 119
comorbid with IFG. The prevalence of suicide attempts was 20.96% (174/830) in all middle-aged MDD
patients, and 38.66% (46/119) in patients with comorbid IFG. In addition, MDD patients with IFG had a
2.87-fold (OR:2.87, p<0.001, 95%CI: 1.894-4.349) increased risk of suicide attempts compared to those
without IFG.

Furthermore, we found that among these suicide attempters in MDD patients, 67.8%(118/174) had only
one suicide attempt, 20.1%(35/174) had two suicide attempts, 11.5%(20/174) had three suicide attempts,
and 0.6%(1/174) had four suicide attempts. Of all patients who attempted suicide, 70.11%(122/174) had
their suicide attempts occur within two weeks.

3.2 Comparison of clinical and biochemical variables
between the suicide attempts(SA) subgroup and non-
suicide attempts(NSA) subgroup
The general information, clinical and biochemical variables of the two subgroups of middle-aged MDD
patients are shown in Table 1. There were a total of 119 MDD patients with IFG, including 38 males and
81 females. Among the 119 patients, 46 attempted suicide, including 14 males (58.33%) and 32 females
(39.51%). The proportion of male suicide attempters was higher than that of females, but there was no
statistical signi�cance (P>0.05).
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Compared to non-suicide attempted patients, suicide attempted patients had longer duration of
illness(z=-2.236,p=0.025), higher HAMD score (t=-2.989,p=0.003), higher HAMA score (t=-6.468,p<0.001),
higher PANSS score (z=-4.071,p<0. 001), higher CGI score (z=-4.787,p<0.001), higher TSH level
(t=-4.846,p<0.001), TGAb level(z=-3.607,p<0.001), TPOAb level(z=-3.438,p<0.001),TC level
(t=-2.406,p=0.018), higher systolic blood pressure (t=-2.283,p=0.025) and higher diastolic blood pressure
(t=-2.312,p=0.023).

3.3 Risk predictors of suicide attempts
Suicide risk predictors in middle-aged MDD patients comorbid IFG were identi�ed by binary logistic
regression(backward:Wald) analysis (see Table 2), and the suicide attempt risk prediction model is shown
in Figure 1 as a nomogram. We found that HAMA total score(OR:1.356, P<0.001, 95%CI:1.174-1.566),
disease duration(OR:1.101,P=0.042,95%CI:1.003-1.208), and TGAb(OR:1.005, P=0.035, 95% CI:1.000-
1.010) were independent risk factors for suicide attempts in middle-aged MDD patients comorbid IFG.

In addition, all the variables predicting the suicidal risk had VIF <5, indicating weak multicollinearity
among the variables.

Discussion
To date, this is the �rst study to reveal suicide attempts rates and risk factors in middle-aged �rst-episode
untreated patients with IFG. The study found that: (1) suicide attempts rate was 20.98% (174/830) in
middle-aged untreated MDD patients, and 38.66% (46/119) in those with IFG, which is signi�cantly higher
and 2.87 times higher than the overall middle-aged MDD population. (2) Middle-aged MDD patients with
IFG who attempted suicide had longer duration of illness, more depression, anxiety, and psychiatric
symptoms, higher blood TSH, TGAb, TPOAb, total cholesterol levels, and higher blood pressure than those
without suicide attempts. (3) HAMA, TGAb, and disease duration may act as independent predictors of
suicide attempt risk in middle-aged depressed patients comorbid IFG.

Our study indicated that the incidence of suicide attempts in middle-aged untreated depressive patients
was 20.9%, which is consistent with previous research on Asian populations. For example, a meta-
analysis conducted in Chinese population revealed a lifetime suicide rate of 23.7% and a monthly suicide
rate of 20.3%[26]. A study in Thailand reported a suicide rate of 16.9% among MDD patients[27], and In
South Korea, Kim reported that 19.8% of MDD patients had attempted suicide once or more[28]. However,
in the current study, the suicide rate of depressed patients comorbid IFG increased substantially to
38.66%. This is close to the 35% suicide rate reported by Lalthankimi et al. for patients with severe MDD
and the 33.7% suicide rate reported by Azorin JM for patients with unilateral or bilateral disorder[29].
Their �ndings suggested that the suicide rate related to the severity of the disease. Our study suggested
that the suicide attempts rate in middle-aged MDD patients with IFG in China was much higher than that
of Asian depressed patients in general, suggesting that the difference in suicide rates may be related to
the following reasons. First, IFG or disturbed glucose metabolism directly or indirectly contributes to the
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increased suicide attempt rate[11]. Second, our study focused on middle-aged adults, who may had a
higher rate of somatic diseases compared to the general population. Many somatic diseases, such as
chronic pain, thyroid dysfunction, and arthritis, have been associated with increased suicide rates[30, 31].
Third, several other studies had included outpatients and inpatients, a signi�cant proportion of whom
were receiving or had received antidepressant treatment, whereas our study focused on untreated
patients with MDD. Fourth, differences in the social background, economic status, and medical
conditions of the study populations may also contribute to differences in suicide rates[32].

Our �ndings suggested that among middle-aged patients with MDD, those with longer duration of illness
had a higher suicide rate, which is consistent with previous �ndings on the correlation between the
disease duration and patients' risk of suicide. For instance, Fang revealed that the total duration of
depression was closely related to suicidal ideation[33]. Kraus et al. found that longer duration of
untreated depression were often associated with worse outcomes[34]. Liang et al. reported that recurrent
episodes of depression increased the risk of suicide[35]. An analysis of clinical data from 13 psychiatric
and general hospitals in China concluded that multiple episodes of depression and a history of suicide
attempts were independent risk factors for current suicide attempts[36]. However, there have also been
studies that have incorporated disease duration into the selection of suicide risk factors for MDD
patients, and the results showed that disease duration did not serve as a predictor for suicide. This
inconsistency may be related to age differences and severity of disease among the participants of the
studies. We hypothesize that some of the MDD patients who participated in this study did not seek
treatment early at the onset of symptoms for social, economic, and cultural reasons. Instead, they sought
treatment when their disease progressed to a more severe stage. Thus, the long duration of the disease
caused physical or mental harm to untreated MDD patients, increasing the risk of suicide attempts. Our
results suggested that early detection and treatment of MDD may reduce the incidence of suicide
attempts by shortening the course of the disease. But further research is needed to address this risk
factor, and these studies need to quantify the different levels of disease severity.

Our �ndings revealed a correlation between suicide risk and thyroid autoimmunity in middle-aged MDD
patients. We found that blood levels of TGAb, TPOAb, and TSH were signi�cantly elevated in MDD
patients with suicide attempts, but without statistically signi�cant differences in FT3 and FT4 levels.
Elevated TSH levels with normal FT3 and FT4 levels indicate the presence of subclinical
hypothyroidism[37], with a prevalence in the population of 3.8%-4.3%[38, 39]. TGAb and TPOAb play
important roles in thyroid autoimmune diseases[40], and TGAb is a marker for autoimmune thyroid
disease as is TPOAb[41]. Subclinical hypothyroidism is accompanied by abnormal levels of TGAb and
TPOAb, leading to the diagnosis of autoimmune thyroiditis, which is also the main cause of subclinical
hypothyroidism[37, 42]. Previous studies have suggested that autoimmune thyroiditis is common in the
elderly[43], and TGAb and TPOAb levels are also associated with depressive symptoms[44]. In addition,
Our study further suggested that TGAb was also associated with suicide attempts and was a risk
predictor of suicide attempts in middle-aged �rst-episode depressive patients. The mechanism underlying
the relevance of abnormal thyroid immune function and suicide attempts in depressed patients may be
its effect on neurotransmitters such as serotonin 5-hydroxytryptamine and norepinephrine, which play an
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important role in suicide attempts[45]. Second, high levels of TGAb and TPOAb indicate that these
patients are in an autoimmune state, and autoimmunity has been linked to suicide attempts through the
kynurenine pathway and the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis[46].

In the present investigation, it was observed that suicide attempts in depressed patients were associated
with anxiety symptoms. Moreover, the HAMA was identi�ed as an independent predictors of suicide
attempts in these individuals. In fact, there are three aspects that support this discovery we found. First,
Anxiety were identi�ed as major risk factors for suicide by various organizations such as the American
Association of Suicidology and the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention[47, 48]. Second, many
theories regarding suicide also involved anxiety. For instance, Beck's cognitive-behavioral model of
suicide suggests that anxiety is focused attention on the external manifestations of suicide, and interacts
with despair to increase suicide risk[49, 50]. Joiner's interpersonal theory of suicide states that the state
of acute anxiety, such as heightened alertness, panic attacks, or agitation, is consistent with the
individual's psychological state prior to suicide[51]. Fawcett's theory aligns with the above viewpoints,
suggesting that anxiety/agitation is a determining factor in suicide[52]. Riskind et al. propose that
patients with anxiety, if experiencing feelings of hopelessness, may exhibit an impulse to escape the
reality of pain, thus increasing the risk of suicide[53]. Suicide attempts are the avoidance response to
intense emotions, similarly, the hallmark characteristic of anxiety is behavioral avoidance, which shares
common features with suicide attempts[54]. Patients with anxiety also employ other avoidance strategies
such as suppression, which further weakens positive self-awareness and increases suicide attempts[55].
Third, many other clinical studies have con�rmed the link between anxiety and suicide attempts. A
comprehensive retrospective analysis demonstrated a signi�cant association between depression
comorbid with an anxiety disorder and suicide[56]. Furthermore, certain studies have indicated that MDD
patients with comorbid anxiety exhibit a higher propensity for suicide compared to those without
anxiety[7, 57]. Additionally, one retrospective study found that 79% of depressed individuals with anxiety
symptoms before suicide[58]. However, some reports show no relationship between anxiety and suicide
attempts[59]. Instead, they found lower suicide rates in MDD patients with anxiety symptoms, suggesting
that anxiety symptoms may be a protective factor against suicide risk[60]. These con�icting results may
be interpreted as follows: the presence of anxiety in MDD patients is often interpreted as a re�ection of a
more serious illness and emotional instability, leading to increased suicide attempts. Some causal
relationship between anxiety and substance abuse may also explain the relationship between anxiety and
suicide[60]. On the other hand, an alternative explanation is that anxiety symptoms indicate an
individual's worry and fear of illness and death, which were protective against suicide attempts[60]. There
may be several reasons for the differing �ndings on whether anxiety is a risk factor for suicide attempts
in MDD patients. First, our study population included MDD patients aged 35–60 years, many of whom
were perimenopausal women. The suicide rate among perimenopausal women was relatively higher
compared to premenopausal and postmenopausal women[61]. Therefore, our study results may be
biased compared to studies with a lower proportion of perimenopausal women in the research
population. Second, some of the studies come from different countries and ethnic groups with different
social and cultural backgrounds. Suicide attempts may vary according to the religious and moral values
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of these societies. Third, our study population was untreated MDD patients, whereas some of other
studies involved patients who were hospitalized or had been treated or were being treated, which may
affect the results. Therefore, more randomized controlled studies should be conducted on the relationship
between anxiety and suicide attempts.

Some limitations need to be mentioned. First, although we identi�ed suicide attempts and associated risk
factors (e.g., clinical characteristics and metabolic indicators) in middle-aged MDD patients with IFG, It's
di�cult to determine a causation because this was a cross-sectional study. Longitudinal studies need to
be conducted to determine the causal relationship between them. Second, no healthy control group was
set and clinical information and biochemical indicators for statistical analysis were from MDD patients.
Third, the study samples we chose were from a single center's psychiatric clinic, and there may be
selection bias due to sample source limitations. Fourth, our study excluded patients with substance
abuse and personality disorders, many of whom had comorbid depressive disorders and high suicide
rates, so the results may be biased. In consequence, our research outcomes should be regarded as
preliminary and need to be further con�rmed in future large-sample and multicenter longitudinal studies.

Conclusion
In summary, our research showed a higher prevalence of suicide attempts among middle-aged depressed
patients comorbid IFG (38.66%) was signi�cantly higher than that in general depressive population. MDD
patients comorbid IFG who attempted suicide had longer disease duration, more severe anxiety and
psychiatric symptoms, higher blood pressure, and abnormal thyroid function compared to those who did
not attempt suicide. For middle-aged MDD patients with IFG, HAMA score, disease duration, and blood
TGAb levels were independent risk factors for suicide attempts. However, the �ndings of this study need
to be interpreted with caution because of its small sample size and retrospective study design, and need
to be con�rmed by future longitudinal studies.
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Tables
Table. 1  Socio-demographics and clinical characteristics of MDD patients comorbid IFG with SA
subgroup and NSA subgroup
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Variable   MDD comorbid IFG t/c2/Z P-Value

Without
suicide
attempt

With suicide
attempt

Sample size   N=73 N=46    

Sex  Male n(%) 24(20.17%) 14(11.76%) 0.077 0.842

  Female n(%) 49(41.18) 32(26.89)    

Age [years,mean±SD]   46.89 6.28 46.72±6.93 -0.071 0.943

Education  Primary
school n(%) 

35(29.41%) 25(21.01%) -0.158 0.875

  High school
n(%)

34(28.57%) 15(12.61%)    

  College n(%) 4(3.36%) 3(25.21%)    

  Postgraduate
n(%)

0(0%) 4(3.36%)    

Marital status Single n(%) 0(0%) 1(0.84%) 1.600 0.387

  Married n(%) 73(61.34%) 45(37.82%)    

Age of onset
[years,mean±SD]

  46.62±6.35 46.35±6.95 -0.180 0.857

Duration of illness
[months,mean±SD]

  6.97±4.44 8.98±5.09 -2.274 0.025

HAMD[mean±SD]   30.82±2.65 32.37±2.90 -2.989 0.003

HAMA[mean±SD]   20.90±3.21 24.89±3.38 -6.468 <0.001** 

PANSS[mean±SD]   8.85±4.00 14.24±7.71 -4.071 <0.001** 

CGI[mean±SD]   5.99±0.77 6.67±0.60 -4.787 <0.001** 

TSH [uIU/ml,mean±SD)]   6.48±2.54 8.76±2.43 -4.846 <0.001** 

TGAb [IU/L,mean±SD]   45.99±60.98 196.77±376.50 -3.607 <0.001** 

TPOAb [IU/L,mean±SD]   82.23±261.73 241.42±361.36 -3.438 <0.001** 

FT3 [pmol/L,mean±SD]   4.71±0.67 4.91±0.55 -1.710 0.090

FT4 [pmol/L,mean±SD]   16.86±3.18 16.81±2.64 0.101 0.920

FBG [mmol/L,mean±SD]   6.49±0.40 6.56±0.39 -1.507 0.132

TC [mmol/L,mean±SD]   5.55±1.14 6.07±1.14 -2.406 0.018

HDL-   1.17±0.33 1.09±0.27 1.406 0.162
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C [mmol/L,mean±SD)]

LDL-
C [mmoll/L,mean±SD]

  3.23±0.93 3.47±0.78 -1.455 0.148

TG [mmol/L,mean±SD]   2.51±1.05 2.47±1.14 0.160 0.873

BMI [kg/cm2,mean±SD]   24.77±1.77 24.57±1.92 0.587 0.559

Systolic blood pressure
[mmHg,mean±SD]

  127.18±7.64 131.13±10.05 -2.283 0.025

Diastolic blood pressure
(mmHg, mean±SD]

  79.27±6.58 82.37±7.89 -2.312 0.023

Note:  HAMD = Hamilton depression scale;HAMA = Hamilton anxiety scale;BMI = body mass index;
PANSS= Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale;CGI=Clinical Global Impression of Severity Scale;TSH =
thyroid stimulating hormone; TGAb = anti-thyroglobulinand;TPOAb = thyroid peroxidases antibody; FT3 =
free triiodothyronine; FT4 = free thyroxine; FBG=fast blood glucose; TC= total cholesterol;HDL-C = high-
density lipoprotein cholesterol; LDL-C = lowdensity lipoprotein cholesterol;TG = triglycerides; 
** p < 0.001 

Table. 2  Binary logistic regression analyses of suicidal risk factors in middle-aged MDD patients with
IFG. 

Variable β Std.error Wald Odds
ratio

95 % con�dence
interval

P VIF

Lower  upper

Duration of
illness

0.096 0.047 4.136 1.101 1.003 1.208 0.042 1.018

HAMA 0.304 0.073 17.194 1.356 1.174 1.566 <0.001** 1.130

TGAb 0.005 0.002 4.438 1.005 1.000 1.010 0.035 1.124

Note: HAMA = Hamilton anxiety scale;TGAb = anti-thyroglobulinand; 

Figures
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Figure 1

Nomographic chart of risk factors suicidal risk factors in middle-aged MDD patients with IFG.

Note:HAMA ,Hamilton anxiety scale;TGAb,anti-thyroglobulinand antibody.


